ABSTRACT IGR J17591−2342 is a 527-Hz accreting millisecond X-ray pulsar that was discovered in outburst in 2018 August. In this paper, we present quasi-simultaneous radio and X-ray monitoring of this source during the early part of the outburst. IGR J17591−2342 is highly absorbed in X-rays, with an equivalent hydrogen absorption along the line of sight, N H , of ≈4.4×10
INTRODUCTION
Accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars (AMXPs) are binary systems in which a neutron star (NS) primary accretes material -often only sporadically -from a low-mass companion star. However, in contrast to the majority of known neutron star X-ray binaries (NSXRBs), these objects show X-ray pulsations as material is channelled from the disk onto the magnetic poles of the rotating NS (e.g. Wijnands & van der Klis 1998) . These objects are thought to be the link between accreting low-mass X-ray binaries (XRBs) and millisecond pulsars (MSPs; see Wijnands & van der Klis 1998; Patruno & Watts 2012, for review) where the transfer of angular momentum during the accreting XRB phase can spin up the NS to millisecond periods (e.g. Alpar et al. 1982; Radhakrishnan & Srinivasan 1982) . This link has been exemplified, e.g., by the systems PSR J1023+0038 and M28I (IGR J18245-2452), which have been observed to transition between radio MSP and AMXP states on relatively short timescales (Archibald et al. 2009; Papitto et al. 2013; Stappers et al. 2014) . Such transitional MSPs (tMSPs) are also thought to switch between accretion-powered and rotation-powered pulsar states.
AMXPs are typically transient, going through cycles of outburst and quiescence (e.g. in 't Zand et al. 1998) . During outburst, radio emission with a flat or inverted spectrum (α ≈ 0, where the flux density, S ν , scales with the frequency, ν, such that S ν ∝ ν α ) is observed (e.g. Tudor et al. 2017 ), indicative of a partially selfabsorbed, compact jet (e.g. Blandford & Königl 1979) .
In their hard X-ray states at the beginning and end of a typical outburst, black hole (BH) XRBs exhibit a tight, non-linear relationship between their radio (L R ) and X-ray (L X ) luminosities that extends over several decades in luminosity (e.g. Gallo et al. 2012; Corbel et al. 2013) . The observed empirical relationship is generally described by two distinct power-law tracks in the radio/X-ray luminosity plane; an upper 'radio-loud' track with a best fitting slope of L R ∝ L ∼0.6 X and a lower, steeper, 'radio-quiet' track with a best fitting slope of L R ∝ L ∼1 X (Gallo et al. 2012) . However, recently the statistical significance of the two separate tracks has been questioned (Gallo et al. 2014 (Gallo et al. , 2018 . Also, individual systems have shown significant deviation over luminosity ranges spanning <2 orders of magnitude (e.g. Corbel et al. 2013) .
For accreting NSs the picture is even less clear. Not only is the connection complicated by the presence of a stellar surface/magnetosphere (e.g. Maccarone 2008 ), but also NSs appear fainter in the radio than their BH counterparts (e.g. Fender & Kuulkers 2001; Migliari & Fender 2006) , meaning that their L R /L X behaviour has generally been measured across a smaller dynamic range (and with lower detection significance) than their BH counterparts. Initially, a steep ∼1.4 correlation was suggested (Migliari & Fender 2006) . However, individual systems appear to show varying correlation indices and normalisations, and not all follow similar, or even well-defined tracks (e.g. Tudor et al. 2017) . To try to account for the restricted luminosity ranges typically measured for NS systems, regression analysis of a large sample of NS systems showed that they as a whole appear to be a factor of ∼22 fainter than the population of hard state BHs, but with a similar correlation slope (Gallo et al. 2018 ).
The differences in both normalisation and slope for individual systems could be driven by a number of factors, such as jet power, primary mass, spin, magnetic field, and jet launching mechanism. Recent results showing faint radio jets being launched from a slowlyspinning high-magnetic field (>10 12 G) accreting NS indicate that the magnetic field or spin of the NS could be playing an important role in the radio brightness (van den Eijnden et al. 2018b ).
IGR J17591−2342
IGR J17591−2342 was discovered in outburst by the INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) on 2018 August 10-11 (MJD 58340-58341), during monitoring of the Galactic center (Ducci et al. 2018) . Archival all-sky Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift) Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) observations indicate that the outburst rose above detection threshold around 2018 July 22 (MJD 58321), ∼20 days earlier (Krimm et al. 2018) . We observed the source at radio wavelengths using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), detecting bright radio emission, leading to our initial suggestion that the source may be a BH candidate (Russell et al. 2018) . However, coherent X-ray pulsations at 527.4 Hz (1.9 ms) detected using the Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR) and the Neutron star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) identified this source as an AMXP (Sanna et al. 2018) , with an orbital period of ∼8.8 hours and a companion mass of 0.42 M ⊙ . Assuming a 1.4 M ⊙ NS mass and typical AMXP parameters, the spin frequency derivative implies a magnetic field of 1.4×10
8 < B <8×10
9 G (Sanna et al. 2018) . After discovery, the source stayed active for ∼80 days, exhibiting some long term variability, including multiple re-brightenings.
In this paper, we discuss quasi-simultaneous radio and X-ray observations taken in the early stages of the outburst (spanning MJDs 58344-58356). The high X-ray absorption suggests that the source is relatively distant and therefore much more radio luminous than that from other known NS systems. We investigate the implications of this radio brightness in the context of other known XRBs.
OBSERVATIONS

ATCA radio observations
We conducted DDT radio observations (project ID: CX413) with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). IGR J17591−2342 was observed three times early in its outburst, on 2018 August 14, 19, and 25 (MJDs 58344, 58349, and 58355, respectively; see Table 1). The observations were taken at central frequencies of 5.5 and 9 GHz. The August 25 observations had additional frequencies of 17 and 19 GHz. Each frequency pair was taken simultaneously. All bands were recorded with a bandwidth of 2 GHz. PKS 1934−638 was used for flux calibration, while phase calibration was carried out using 1817-254 on August 14 and with 1752-225 on August 19 and 25. The data were flagged and calibrated following standard procedures within the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA v4.7; McMullin et al. 2007) .
For the August 14 observation the telescope was in a relatively extended (1.5D) configuration. Imaging was carried out with Briggs weighting (robust=0), minimising effects from diffuse emission in the field due to its location towards the Galactic center, providing angular resolutions of 6.8 ′′ ×1.4 ′′ at 5.5 GHz and 3.9 ′′ ×0.9 ′′ at 9 GHz (with a position angle 15 degrees North of East). The flux density was determined by fitting for a point source in the image plane using IMFIT. We measure a (9 GHz) right ascension (R.A.) and declination (Dec.) of: where the uncertainties are from the fitted position of the point source, which are larger than the theoretical statistical error from beam centroiding. For our August 19 and 25 observations, ATCA was in a compact (H75) configuration, where five of the six antennas are located within 75 meters of each other. Due to significant diffuse emission, imaging was not trivial. However, ATCA's sixth antenna is located 6 km from the array core. Using only the longest baselines out to antenna six to eliminate issues from diffuse emission, we determined the flux by fitting for all sources in the field in the uv-plane using UVMULTIFIT (Martí-Vidal et al. 2014) .
See Table 1 for source flux densities.
Swift X-ray observations
The Swift X-ray Telescope (XRT) observed IGR J17591−2342 every few days during the outburst (target IDs: 10803 and 10804). Observations closest in time to our ATCA monitoring (within 1 day) were extracted with the Swift-XRT online pipeline (Evans et al. 2009 ). We used the Swift-XRT online pipeline to create the lightcurve. The observations were conducted in photon counting (PC) mode.
To determine the X-ray flux of IGR J17591−2342 for epochs that were closest to the radio observation, we analysed the 0.5-10 keV spectra with XSPEC version 12.9 (Arnaud 1996) . The data were best fit with an absorbed (Wilms et al. 2000 ) powerlaw model; Tbabs×powerlaw (C-stat/degrees of freedom = 269/240). The addition of a thermal component did not improve the fits, or change the results. X-ray fluxes were determined using the XSPEC convolution model cflux. Results are shown in Table 2 . The equivalent hydrogen column density, N H , was tied between epochs (determined by jointly fitting all 17 Swift observations between MJDs 58342-58403). Leaving N H free gave similar results for all but the August 18 observation, where the low count-rate meant poor model constraints. Fixing N H to significantly different values produced poor fits and unphysical results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Radio and X-ray lightcurves
Following its initial X-ray detection, IGR J17591−2342 first brightened for a few days reaching an initial X-ray peak around August 14 (MJD 58344), around the time of the first Swift-XRT observation. IGR J17591−2342 then faded steadily over the next ∼5 days (Figure 1) . The source then re-brightened, returning to a similar X-ray count rate as its initial X-ray peak, following which it remained detectable for the next ∼80 days.
A few days after the initial X-ray peak, we conducted our first radio observation, detecting the source. Over the next ∼2 weeks, we observed IGR J17591−2342 a further two times. During these observations, the source showed a similar evolution as the X-rays, where the radio flux faded briefly, before re-brightening (Figure 1 ).
During our first ATCA observation the radio spectrum was consistent with flat ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). The spectrum steepened slightly at the time of our second radio observation, although signal to noise and frequency coverage meant poor constraints on the spectrum. During our final radio observation, we observed a significantly inverted radio spectrum. These observations imply partially self-absorbed synchrotron emission from a compact jet (e.g. Fender 2001).
Location on the radio/X-ray plane
To investigate the L R and L X of IGR J17591−2342, we place the 5 GHz radio and 1-10 keV X-ray luminosities on the radio/X-ray plane using several assumed distances (Figure 2) . Unfortunately, our contemporaneous observations sample only a very limited range of L R and Table 2 . Best-fitting spectral parameters for the 0.5-10 keV Swift-XRT observations that were closest in time to the ATCA radio observations. The data were fit with Tbabs×powerlaw within XSPEC. MJDs correspond to the mid-point of the X-ray observation (errors represent the observation duration). The column density along the line of sight, NH, was tied between epochs to give NH=(4.4±0. L X (factors of only ∼1.1 and ∼2, respectively). Therefore, while we are unable to determine the specific scaling between the L R and L X with this monitoring, the radio brightness is interesting. In terms of its radio and X-ray luminosities, for distances greater than ∼3 kpc, IGR J17591−2342 would be brighter in the radio than the majority of other accreting NS systems (Figure 2) . At a such distances, its L R /L X ratio places IGR J17591−2342 in the region of parameter space occupied by BHXRBs. These results imply that IGR J17591−2342 was either considerably radioloud during the early stages of its 2018 outburst, or it is closer than 3 kpc.
Comparing the observed radio emission from IGR J17591−2342 to the sample of AMXPs with reported radio detections (Figure 2 , magenta squares), we see that IGR J17591−2342 appears to be more radio bright than all other NS systems for distances greater than ∼5 kpc, where this reduces to ∼3 kpc without the inclusion of the AMXP IGR J17379−3747. The recent radio detection of IGR J17379−3747 (van den Eijnden et al. 2018a) indicate this as another potentially radio bright AMXP (Figure 2 , magenta star), where an 8 kpc distance upper-limit was estimated from type I X-ray bursts, assuming the peak flux of the bursts reached the empirical NS Eddington limit.
Absorption along the line of sight
The soft X-ray emission observed from IGR J17591−2342 is highly absorbed.
Using ISM abundances from Wilms et al. (2000) , we find a best fit from Swift-XRT data of N H =(4.4±0.3)×10 22 cm −2 . This is consistent with results presented by Sanna et al. (2018) , where the N H was determined to be (3.6±1.1)×10 22 cm −2 from INTEGRAL, NuSTAR, and Swift-XRT observations taken at similar times. Our result is marginally higher than that found using the NICER data taken on similar dates (August 15 and August 18), which gave (3.45
and (3.59
+0.05
−0.08 )×10 22 cm −2 , respectively (Sanna et al. 2018) , agreeing at the ∼2-σ level. Chandra observations taken on August 23 find N H =(4.9±0.2)×10 22 cm −2 (Nowak et al. 2018) , consistent within the errors of our measured value. IGR J17591−2342 lies in the direction of the Galactic center (Ducci et al. 2018) , with an unknown distance to the source. However, our modelled N H , which traces the interstellar gas along the line of sight, is ∼3-4 times higher than the expected Galactic contribution of Bahramian et al. (2018) , and shows the radio/X-ray observations for different types of accreting stellar-mass compact objects (often multiple observations for the same source). IGR J17591−2342 is shown by the diamonds, where colours show different assumed distances (see Section 3.2). We also show other AMXPs (magenta squares), highlighting IGR J17379−3747 (magenta star) and tMSPs (cyan triangles). We see that at distances 3 kpc IGR J17591−2342 appeared more radio luminous than other NS systems at a similar X-ray luminosities. In fact, at such distances, IGR J17591−2342 lies in the region of parameter space usually occupied by black holes.
N HGal =1.12-1.44×10 22 cm −2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005; Willingale et al. 2013) . While a difference between the measured and expected N H does not indicate the distance to the source, and the results may be dependent on the spectral model, it suggests that the source is not nearby. Converting between N H and optical extinction (Bahramian et al. 2015) , we can also compare against higher resolution three-dimensional optical reddening maps (Green et al. 2018) . From these maps we also find that the measured absorption is significantly higher than the expected line of sight Galactic reddening, where the total Galactic contribution from reddening maps corresponds to ∼2.2×10 22 cm −2 . In fact, along this line of sight, for a distance of <6 kpc, the Galactic contribution is expected to only be 7×10 21 cm −2 . To further test the relationship with source distance, we compared the N HGal (Dickey & Lockman 1990; Kalberla et al. 2005; Willingale et al. 2013 ) to the published 1 N H for the 28 BH and NS XRBs with well estimated source distances 2 (Gandhi et al. 2018; Miller-Jones 2014 , and references therein). We find that in all cases but two (GRS 1915+105 and V4641 Sgr) the measured N H was either below or comparable to the expected Galactic line-of-sight absorption for these systems.
GRS 1915+105 and V4641 Sgr are both atypical and relatively distant BHXRBs (>6 kpc), where the measured X-ray absorption exceeds the expected line of sight absorption by a factor of ∼4-8 due to anomalously high elemental abundances (Orosz et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2002) . For these systems, the overabundances are thought to be related to material in or near the lo-cal environment of the source (e.g. Mirabel et al. 1996; Martí et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2002) . Other systems with unknown distances also exhibit higher than expected absorption, however, this is generally ascribed to their close proximity to the Galactic center (estimated from the high absorption; e.g. Miller et al. 2006) , or are highinclination 'dipping' sources (e.g. Parmar et al. 2002) , where disk material or the donor star passes through the line of sight. However, IGR J17591−2342 does not display X-ray dips (Sanna et al. 2018) , which are observed from high inclination systems, implying inclination is not the cause for the high N H .
There is some debate over the origin of the dominant X-ray absorber for XRBs, whether it be the ISM (even with highly ionized winds from the XRB; (e.g. Miller et al. 2009 ), or from gas intrinsic to the XRB (e.g. Luo & Fang 2014) . However, from the absorption, we favour the scenario in which IGR J17591−2342 is not nearby (>6 kpc), likely close to the Galactic center (where the high absorption may arise from within the Galactic bulge). At such a distance IGR J17591−2342 is very radio-loud, with an L R comparable to those observed from BHXRBs. This result identifies limitations when classifying XRBs from their L R /L X ratio. It is important to note that the a some of the N H may arise from absorbing material local to the system, similar to what has been proposed for GRS 1915+105 and V4641 Sgr. While this would allow IGR J17591−2342 to be more nearby, we do not expect it closer than ∼3 kpc, making this a radio-loud NS. High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy is needed to identify element overabundances from absorption local to the source (Nowak et al. 2018 ).
Why is IGR J17591−2342 radio bright?
While flaring from a transient jet or possibly a propeller mechanism could enhance the observed radio emission (e.g. Tudor et al. 2017 ), our observations suggest that the radio emission originated from a steady, compact jet.
Our first and third radio epochs showed a flat-toinverted radio spectrum, inconsistent with emission from a transient jet (which would produce a steep spectrum). While the radio spectrum may have been steep during our second epoch, the flux remained stable over the three epochs arguing against significant flaring. Additionally, during the first epoch 3 we did not detect significant intra-observation variability.
Furthermore, using system parameters determined by Sanna et al. (2018) and typical AMXP values, we expect a magnetic propeller regime to occur at an 3 Which was the only epoch we could test (Section 2.1).
L X 8×10
34 erg s −1 (Tsygankov et al. 2017 ). Therefore, IGR J17591−2342 would need to be at distances 1.5 kpc for the observed radio emission to be propeller driven, which we find unlikely (Section 3.3).
There is thought to be some dependence between jet emission and spin for an accreting NS (Parfrey et al. 2016) . IGR J17591−2342 is one of the more rapidly spinning AMXPs (527.4 Hz; Sanna et al. 2018) . However, comparing its spin and radio luminosity with other AMXPs, there does not appear to be a clear relationship between these two properties. Therefore, while the NS spin may play some part in enhancing the jet emission in IGR J17591−2342, other characteristics, such as the magnetic field, NS mass, inclination, jet velocity, or launching mechanism, must play an important role in the observed jet emission of other systems (although the magnetic field of IGR J17591−2342 is typical of AMXP systems; Sanna et al. 2018 ).
CONCLUSIONS
Using quasi-simultaneous observations, we explore the L R /L X of IGR J17591−2342 during the early stages of its 2018 outburst. We find that the source is highly absorbed in the soft X-ray band. Therefore, either IGR J17591−2342 is relatively distant and exceptionally radio-loud, or the source is more nearby with a significant contribution to the absorption from material local to the source, similar to the BHXRBs GRS 1915+105 and V4641 Sgr. If IGR J17591−2342 is at >3 kpc, then our observations place it at radio luminosities more similar to those observed from BHXRBs than NS systems, which could mean that such radio-loud NSs would be a source of confusion when classifying XRBs from their L R /L X .
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